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ABHISHEK
SOOD
32

.

Ludhiana, Punjab

[edu] PGD (Renewable Energy), TERI SAS Delhi
[work-ex] 7 Years +

Abhishek is a social and public services professional with rich hands-on
experience in government advisory, public policy, and strategic consulting.
He has a demonstrated record of working from the grassroots to advising
public policy, program, and portfolio management. Having designed and
executed programs for NITI Aayog, Nobel Laureates, Universities and
Ministries, Abhishek has an active interest in working at the intersection of
development, governance and citizen-centric policy.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Punjabi
[software-skills] MS Office

ADITYA
SINHA
27

.

Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] Master of Arts (Social Work), University of Lucknow
[work-ex] 2 Years +

As a student of Social Work, Sociology and Economics, Aditya creates a
unique confluence of streams that will support him in his policy journey.
Having worked at grassroots level as a trainer, researcher, investigator,
and confident in his ability to discover solutions through research, planning
and strategy, Aditya is on the lookout for an opportunity that allows him to
be in a position to affect social change.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

ADRISH
BANERJEE
30

.

Asansol, West Bengal

[edu] B Tech (Civil Engineering), MAKAUT West Bengal
[work-ex] 3 Years +

Adrish has worked as a Recruitment-cum-Sales Specialist with Kotak Life
and later, as Placement Specialist with upGrad. A civil engineer, he has
written the Civil Services Exams. This harbors in him a strong interest in
solving the day-to-day problems the nation and its public face. He aspires
to address such issues through further research and strategic planning.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Bengali
[software-skills] MS Office

AKANKSHA
JHA
22

.

Delhi

[edu] Bachelor of Healthcare Management, University of Delhi
[work-ex] 2 Years +

With work-ex in leadership, learning and development, Akanksha is
academically driven towards research and passionate about bringing a
change in healthcare sector, contributing to SDGs. She does not shy away
from challenges and exploring new adventures. Nothing excites her more
than meeting new people, developing new relationships, solving problems,
and contributing to business and society.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] ATS, MS Office, Social Media Marketing

AKANKSHA
KUMARI
26

.

Jaipur, Rajasthan

[edu] B Tech (Electronics and Communications), SKIT Jaipur
[work-ex] 2 Years +

Akanksha is a Software Developer with experience in development and
implementation of web based applications. In her interest towards public
policy, she aims to make a social impact and help build a sustainable
society. Akanksha is interested in working and learning about technology,
gender inequality, women empowerment and sustainability related policies,
and their impact on communities.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] Core Java, CSS, HTML5, React Js

AKASH
MISHRA
28

.

Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] B Tech (Computer Science), JIIT Noida
[work-ex] 5 Years +

Akash holds consulting experience with the government and international
clients such as MoRTH, ADB, WB etc. With a keen interest in development
issues, he has volunteered with organisations like PRATHAM and attended
an online course in social entrepreneurship from Oxford University. Akash
aspires to engage in the policy domain with an emphasis on technology.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] Python

AMBUJ
SHARMA
30

.

Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] Master of History, University of Lucknow
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Ambuj has studied Medieval and Modern Indian History, and has worked
with the NGO Make A Difference. Empathetic and an ardent supporter of
mental health, he holds deep interest in Economy and Politics and keeps
himself updated with the tools of Analysis and Data. Ambuj wishes to
pursue a career where he can use his skills and experience to free the
society from the menace of fake news, bi-polarity and animosity through
modern tools and civil society.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

AMRUTHA
VALLI
23

.

Hyderabad, Telangana

[edu] Bachelor of Architecture, JNAFAU Hyderabad
[work-ex] 2 Years +

Amrutha Valli is an architect-writer turned educator with an inclination to
architectural sociology and vernacular design. She is interested in the
development of a trauma-centric model of instruction in ECCE. She has
received relevant training in neuropsychology from Cambridge University
and studies the Indian 'policyscape' up close. India Lost & Found, Krivan
Koncepts and Artsytribe have been key professional associations aside
from working with children at the Shishu Mangal Orphanage since 2019.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Telugu
[software-skills] CAD, InDesign

ANSHUMAN
CHAUDHARY
27

.

Shravasti, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] LLM, University of Allahabad
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Hailing from a rural background and observing live examples of lack of
implementation of policies, Anshuman is keen to make his career in law,
governance and policy studies. He aims to work for children, women and
the poor. Having worked with Ministry of Law and Justice in collaboration
with NLU Delhi on fast track courts, he has long experience in public
speaking and has chaired conferences in IITs, IIMs and NLUs. He has
recently completed a certificate in Gender Justice from NLU Gujarat.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Sanskrit
[software-skills] NA

APRAJITA
MORYA
27

.

Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] MBA (Human Resource Development), University of Delhi
[work-ex] 3 Years

Aprajita has consulting experience in various domains which includes
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy & policy development,
stakeholder engagement (NGOs, MNCs and other partners), project
monitoring, evaluation & impact assessment. She has also worked for high
social impact innovation startups (Agri-tech) in HR Policy & Recruitment.
Her interests lie in environment and sustainability through public policy,
CSR and change management.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] Adobe Illustrator, MS Office

ARYA
SHARMA
23

.

Jaipur, Rajasthan

[edu] Bachelor of Arts (History Hons), University of Rajasthan
[work-ex] 3 Years +

Arya has work experience in education and media space, as an
‘Individuals and Societies Educator’ for an IB school. She has also worked
with Rajasthan Patrika in capacity of an Editorial Trainee and Producer.
Having researched for Member of Parliament T Sumathy's office under a
flagship programme for Gender-responsive Urban Planning, her key
interests lie in gender, urban, regulatory and foreign policies.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

ASWATHY
S
28

.

Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

[edu] B Tech (Computer Science & Engineering), University of Kerala
[work-ex] 1 Year +

In her preparation for Civil Services Examination, Aswathy realised the
need for evidence-based policymaking, and compassion in governance.
She aspires to design transformative policies and see them implemented
on a scale that can tackle social justice and gender-related issues.
Aswathy is still exploring policy areas she could specifically contribute to,
for instance, behavioral economics in public policy.

[linguistic-skills] English, Malayalam
[software-skills] MySQL, Java, .NET

BHUSHAN
SONAWANE
24

.

Nandurbar, Maharashtra

[edu] B Engg (Production Engg), Savitribai Phule Pune University
[work-ex] 1 Year

Bhushan is clear, resolute, compassionate and value-driven, with a erudite
personal background. Stemming from a family with deep roots in education
and social sector, Bhushan’s understanding of public problems goes
beyond the simple idea of helping people. He cares deeply about ethics,
the right way of formulating public policy. Bhushan is a person who works
deeply off the ‘Why’.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Marathi, German (Elementary)
[software-skills] MS Office, Mendeley, Minitab, SQL

DEBAJYOTI
BHATTACHARYYA
33

.

Berhampore, West Bengal

[edu] Bachelor of Arts (Sanskrit Hons), University of Kalyani WB
[work-ex] NA

Debajyoti has a deep desire to cater to our nation and its people.
He wants to work for the poor, under-privileged, and have-not section of
society by designing and implementing policies well. This would disrupt the
status quo and ensure improved living standards for millions of poor
Indians. He has embarked on his public policy journey to bring
transformative change in the society.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Bengali, Sanskrit
[software-skills] MS Office

DEVYANI
WADERA
23

.

Gurugram, Haryana

[edu] BA Research (Sociology), Shiv Nadar University Greater Noida
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Devyani is deeply interested in public policy with a special emphasis on
national security, defense and international affairs. She has authored a
thesis based on the Indo-Pak war of 1971, exploring the themes of
glorification of war and romanticisation of army life. As a research intern at
International Institute of Sustainable Development Goals and Public Policy,
she has employed critical and analytical thinking skills to answer
multilayered questions. She has also interned with EY Talent Acquisition.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

DIVYANSH
SHISHODIA
25

.

Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] B Tech (Civil Engineering), AKTU Lucknow
[work-ex] 3 Years

Having worked at various construction sites and witnessing their impact on
environment, Divyansh knows about various congestion forces which are a
hindrance in the growth of urban economy. He has worked on increasing
farmers’ income, and he is currently the District President of National Level
Farmers Organisation. Divyansh aspires to move up in planning and policy
making, with an interest in policies related to governance.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] AutoCAD, Revit, Staad

FATIMA
TAHIR
25

.

Noida, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] BA (Applied Psychology Hons), Amity University Noida
[work-ex] 1 Year +

Fatima has authored several papers, the most recent titled “Underlying
Bias Towards Muslims in India". She has worked on numerous
humanitarian projects, including Baatein Ankahee Si as a mental health
group facilitator, and on Project Rakshak, a nationwide campaign to
eradicate Child Sexual Abuse. As Co-Founder of Girl Up Naaz, a part of
UN Foundation’s global Girl Up Campaign, Fatima aspires to channel her
passion for public policy to address the prevailing social issues of the time.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Urdu, French (Elementary)
[software-skills] Canva, MS Office, SPSS

GAURAV
GULLAIYA
30

.

Delhi

[edu] B Tech (Nuclear Science), Amity University Noida
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Gaurav is an active sportsman, multiple times medalist. He is presently a
member of the Indian Nuclear Society, volunteer at Indian Police Institute,
and interested in working towards SDGs, peaceful and purposeful use of
technology. With the motto "Atoms in the service of nation", and from a
family of public servants, Gaurav is interested to work with organizations
that have multi-disciplinary roles in social, economic, political spheres and
contribute towards Sports-Industry-Academia collaborations.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, German and Spanish (Elementary)
[software-skills] MS Office

GUNJITA
AGRAWAL
25

.

Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

[edu] B Com (Accounts Hons), Barkatullah University Bhopal
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Gunjita is enthusiastic about social advancement and has encouraged
social discourses through village camps, street plays, rotary events and
dance performances on themes like acid attack, blood donation, autism,
secularism, etc. She presented a research paper on the theme, 'Digital
Economy and Hospitality Industry' at a National Conference at IEHE
Bhopal. As an avid learner who aspires to lead national level public policy
space, Gunjita has worked with Gramiksha NGO in education sector.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] NA

HARSH
CHANDRA
29

.

Delhi

[edu] M Des (Product Design), SPA Bhopal
[work-ex] 6 Years +

Harsh is interested in Social Behavior and its impact, and how policy
intervenes in different problems faced by Indian citizens.
Trained as a Systems and Services Designer with Human Behavior at the
core, he wants to expand his knowledge to understand and explore how
policy works for systems and services.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] Adobe Suite, CAD, CorelDraw, MS Office, Rhino

HARSHPREET
SINGH
28

.

SAS Nagar, Punjab

[edu] PGD Computer Applications, Panjab University Chandigarh
[work-ex] 4 Years +

Harshpreet is an engineer, painter and writer who has worked with the
Tata Group. With a command over creativity, general knowledge and
languages, he harbours a strong interest in History and International
Relations, National-Security, Space Technology, and Environment.
Harshpreet wants to work on neglected issues like mental health, fear of
law and employment creation. He aspires to work in the government sector
to bridge the gap between policy making and its implementation.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Punjabi
[software-skills] C++, Python (Elementary), MS Office, SQL

JAY ASHVINBHAI
GOHIL
29

.

Gandhinagar, Gujarat

[edu] M Engg (CAD/CAM), Gujarat Technological University
[work-ex] 1 Year +

Eager to delve into solving problems of urban governance, education, and
infrastructure, Jay draws inspiration from Don Norman who has been
solving problems of the 21st century using Human-Centric Design
Methodology. He has experience in the industrial as well as academic
sectors, and has always been passionate about research work. Jay has
recently published a research paper at an international conference held at
IIT Kharagpur.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Gujarati
[software-skills] MS Office, CAD, Miro, Filmora

KARUNA
REANG
30

.

Amarpur, Tripura

[edu] BA (Political Sc. & International St.), Stonehill College, Easton, US
[work-ex] 3 Years +

Karuna Reang is passionate about indigenous rights and solving problems
using diverse insights that brings practical, sustainable solutions.
Her work experiences span diverse mission-driven organizations from
St.Vincent De Paul Society US to SBI Foundation as Youth for India fellow.
Her affinity to be a lifelong learner was instilled during her four-year
undergraduate, which led her to enrolling for this programme.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Bengali, Kokborok
[software-skills] NA

KRITIKA
YADAV
23

.

Bulandshahr, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] Master of Arts Political Science, University of Delhi
[work-ex] NA

Kritika has volunteered with Child, Rights and You and Aazadi Foundation,
addressing rights of children and trans-people respectively. She wrote her
Masters thesis on Subaltern Studies and its evolving nature.
Kritika has an inclination towards academia in the field of public policy,
especially pertaining to structural inequalities and governance processes.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

KUMAR
NIHAL
28

.

Darbhanga, Bihar

[edu] B Tech (Mechanical Engineering), NIT Warangal
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Passionate about a better global future, Nihal has experience in
engineering, social and energy sustainability from his NIT Warangal and
TechnipFMC tenures. He has deep understanding of sociology and good
grasp over happenings around the world with an ability for critical thinking.
Nihal aspires to create an impact on the public policy space by bringing
innovative, sustainable and realistic changes in the trajectory of
socio-economic and infrastructure development.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Maithili, Bhojpuri
[software-skills] CAD, MS Office, SmartPlant 3D

LAWRENCE
CARDOZA
27

.

Delhi

[edu] Bachelor of Arts, University of Delhi
[work-ex] 2 Years +

Having cleared the UPSC CDS examination twice and having worked with
paraplegic veterans and aged sections of society, Lawrence is passionate
about making lives of the disabled sections better, and is deeply interested
in National Security and Environment. Having worked in communications
and finance, he has a proven track-record to drive plans to fruition.
Lawrence aspires to make a difference on the ground with innovative
solutions taken after due consultation from all stakeholders.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

MANJU
23

.

Hisar, Haryana

[edu] Bachelor of Science (Physical Science), University of Delhi
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Passionate about planning and organizing things, Manju has been an
active participant and volunteer in organizing events. Having worked with
National Service Scheme, and witnessed the Covid mismanagement, she
is inclined to serve the Health Care Development & Management Sector.
With this interest, she has interned with a Health and Wellness Centre to
gain some experience in this field. Manju aspires to bridge the difference of
Policy Formulation to Policy Implementation.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

MEGHA
ROY
26

.

Patna, Bihar

[edu] BA LLB (Hons), Chanakya National Law University Patna
[work-ex] 2 Years +

Megha has practiced criminal law for a short duration, and has worked with
a gaming company in the past. She has volunteered with Feeding India
Patna Chapter and Legal Aid Cell of CNLU. As a feminist, Megha aspires
to work towards caste inequality in India.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

MUSHARRAF
AAMIR
22

.

Hooghly, West Bengal

[edu] Master of Arts (Political Science), University of Calcutta
[work-ex] NA

Musharraf Aamir is passionate to see and influence change. He has both
secondary and primary research experiences in policy research institutions
such as Sarkari School and DELTA. His relevant interests often centre
around political economy and development, but he also finds himself
interested in issues of technology, environment and foreign policy.
He aspires to fulfill his dream to serve the republic by improving the
governance landscape of India.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

NEHAL
GAUR
26

.

Delhi

[edu] Master of Arts (Political Science), University of Delhi
[work-ex] 3 Years +

Nehal is an ardent advocate of inclusive education, gender sensitivity, and
mental health awareness, Nehal has interned with NGOs like the Global
Peace Foundation. Her deep interest in public policy is propelled by her
work as a Research Assistant in offices of MPs, further supplemented by
courses in sustainable energy from UN, and in International Relations from
King’s College London. She has worked as an English language educator
with an Ed-tech platform, teaching students from across the globe.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Spanish (Elementary)
[software-skills] MS Office

NIKITA
CHAKMA
30

.

Guwahati, Assam

[edu] Master of Philosophy, University of Delhi
[work-ex] 1 Year +

Coming from a refugee community background, Nikita has core interest in
issues of migration, statelessness and refugeehood, and especially how
stateless women & children have been affected. She has interned with
many national and international NGOs. Nikita has completed her Masters
and MPhil in Social Work, and has work experience in research / teaching.
Nikita has also published articles based on diverse themes of migration
and statelessness.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office, MIS

PARTH
CHATURVEDI
26

.

Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] BA LLB (Hons), University of Allahabad
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

A lawyer by profession, Parth has worked in law firms as an intern and
Associate. He has worked with UP LokAyukta on the social-legal need and
the procedures thereof for taking action against corrupt officials.
He filed a Public Interest Litigation at Allahabad High Court on the
appalling conditions of state primary schools. He harbors a keen interest in
politics and public policy and believes that his knowledge and experience
in law will help him contribute to better policy making.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

PIYUSH
PANDEY
30

.

Ballia, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] MA (Conflict Management and Development), BHU Varanasi
[work-ex] 2 Years

Passionate and curious about Social Sciences, Piyush believes in solving
problems at grassroots through participation and stakeholder involvement.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Bhojpuri
[software-skills] NA

PRAGYA
PRAKASH
31

.

East Champaran, Bihar

[edu] M Tech (Biotechnology), Gautam Buddha Univ. Greater Noida
[work-ex] 3 Years +

Pragya is a Molecular Biologist by profession, who has worked with
country's top labs. She has collaborated on research papers that have
been published in prestigious journals like PlosOne and Frontiers, and has
volunteered her time with NGOs associated to find sustainable solutions.
Pragya also holds a diploma in intellectual property rights and remote
sensing. Her vision of changing ‘world for better’ drew her to public policy.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] BEAST, BioEdit, Finch TV, QTL Cartographer

RAGHUVARYAN
S
27

.

Chennai, Tamil Nadu

[edu] B Tech (Petroleum Engineering), Anna University Chennai
[work-ex] 2 Years +

Raghuvaryan is an inquisitive and enthusiastic individual with experience
in the e-learning industry. His career interest revolves around achieving
social and climate justice. With an intent to propel India to a self-sustaining
economy, he holds ample knowledge on complex topics ranging from
Economics to Polity to International Relations.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Kannada, Tamil
[software-skills] MS Office

RAMAA
MOHAN
25

.

Bengaluru, Karnataka

[edu] Bachelor of Business Administration, University of Madras
[work-ex] NA

Ramaa is passionate about emerging tech and inclusive development.
As a writer, she aspires to understand and influence public policy to
empower all parties involved.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Malayalam, Tamil
[software-skills] NA

RAUNAK
AGARWAL
30

.

Alipurduar, West Bengal

[edu] B Tech (Electrical Engg), Shiv Nadar University Greater Noida
[work-ex] 4 Years +

Raunak is an analytically driven explorer seeking peace of mind with
limitless intellectual stimulation and evolution. Raunak wants his life to
have an impact on the masses, and has chosen the Public Policy way.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

RICHA
GUPTA
28

.

Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] B Tech (Electronics & Instrumentation), SRM University Chennai
[work-ex] 5 Years +

Richa is passionate about making a difference, and has worked with NGOs
like Teach For India with the aim to bring a social revolution by
empowering society through education. She harbors a strong interest in
the field of public policy, further spurred by a workshop she attended
organized by the Centre for Civil Society. Richa aspires to understand the
root causes of problems in our country and work on solutions through
strategic research and planning.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office, C and C++ (Elementary)

SANJAY
MENON
27

.

Thrissur, Kerala

[edu] PGD (Marketing), JAGSoM Bengaluru
[work-ex] 3 Years +

Sanjay is passionate about Urban Planning and Sustainable Development.
He was part of several social initiatives like blood donation campaigns with
the Vizinjam Coast Guard and Beach Cleaning at Shankumukham.
Sanjay also worked with the CARE foundation during the Covid pandemic
to understand the vaccine hesitancy among the people in rural Bengaluru.
He wants to work for the people in the nation and to make their lives easier
through creating people friendly policies.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Malayalam
[software-skills] MS Office, Tableau

SANJULA
WANIGASEKERA
21

.

Hyderabad, Telangana

[edu] Bachelors of Arts (Economics), FLAME University Pune
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Passionate about the development sphere, Sanjula has pursued education
in Economics with a minor in Public Policy. She has interned with the
Centre for Development Policy and Practice (CDPP), and has also
authored a working paper under the topic of philanthropy in India,
published under CDPP. Sanjula aims to address and tackle development
issues through extensive research and collaboration.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Telugu, French, Korean
[software-skills] MS Office, STATA

SHAILESH
WERULKAR
26

.

Akola, Maharashtra

[edu] B Engg (Electronics & Telecommunication), SPPU Pune
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Shailesh is an engineer, who has interned and trained with BSNL India.
He has critical understanding of diverse subjects and their interlinkages to
analyze and solve problems. With his interest in agricultural policies,
politics, international diplomacy, and social sector, Shailesh strives to
create citizen-centric democratized governance by leveraging technology.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Marathi
[software-skills] C and C++, CAD, MSCIT

SHALU
SAPNANI
27

.

Kota, Rajasthan

[edu] B Tech (Civil Engineering), MNNIT Allahabad
[work-ex] 4 Years

Shalu is an experienced executive with a strong commitment to serving a
vulnerable section of society in the field of the development sector. She is
skilled at facilitation, capacity building, implementing livelihood projects
with gender integration, liaising with CSOs, government and stakeholders.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] AMOS, CAD, MS Office, Staad, Q-GIS, Global Mapper

SHIKHA
MALIK
39

.

Delhi

[edu] Master of Science, Illinois State University
[work-ex] 5 Years

Shikha's interest in public policy sparked after traveling across rural India
and learning about the challenges people are facing in such regions.
She has previously interned with prestigious hospitals such as All India
Institute of Medical Sciences in New Delhi. She has experience in digital
marketing and in the expert network field. She is an engineer by education,
specializing in biotechnology. Shikha aspires to be in a profession where
she can pursue her passion and create immense change in people's lives.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office, SPSS

SHIKSHA
DAHIYA
34

.

Delhi

[edu] LLB, University of Delhi
[work-ex] 7 Years +

Shiksha is the President of PUKAAR Foundation and is passionate about
bringing social change in the society, She has initiated skill development
projects for women at PUKAAR, and taught law in various universities. She
has actively been involved in legal literacy initiatives, and is the recipient of
a UNESCO scholarship on SGD-6 to participate in summer academy at
KOC University, Istanbul, Shiksha recently presented a paper at GAJE
(International conference) in Indonesia.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

SHILPA
BATRA
35

.

Jaipur, Rajasthan

[edu] M Tech (Signal Processing), MITS Lakshmangarh
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Passionate about the education of women and children, Shilpa has deep
interest in issues regarding public administration and land reforms.
She has been a part of academic team of several institutions and is
desirous to bring positive changes in public life. Shilpa aims to achieve her
goal of "public welfare using education as a medium" through strategic
research and planning.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Punjabi, Rajasthani (Elementary)
[software-skills] C, C++, Java, MatLab

SHIVAM
TANDON
27

.

Shimla, Himachal Pradesh

[edu] B Tech (Civil Engineering), PEC Chandigarh
[work-ex] 2 Years +

Shivam has work experience at Larsen and Toubro, working for DFCC
Projects. As an active participant in extracurriculars, he found his creative
flow through Theatre Arts. He has been passionate about working in the
social impact sphere which brought him to the field of Public Policy. He has
also volunteered with NGOs like YES and Human Hope Foundation and
aspires to make our surroundings a better place to live.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

SHIVANGI
TRIPATHI
21

.

Mumbai, Maharashtra

[edu] Bachelor of Mass Media (Journalism), University of Mumbai
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Shivangi is an aspiring journalist who believes in the power of research,
representation and constructive discussion to create policies. She has
previously interned as a content creator and worked as a columnist.
She co-hosts ‘Privilege Check’, a podcast that educates people about the
privileges they take for granted. Shivangi holds a keen interest to work on
rural development policies, and improving livelihood and public transport.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, French
[software-skills] Adobe Indesign & Photoshop, MS Office, Web Design

SHRIKANT
GHEESING
23

.

Siliguri, West Bengal

[edu] B Com (International Business), SSSIHL Bengaluru
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Passionate about sustainable development, Shrikant has worked as an
intern to bring about behavioural change at the individual level to tackle
climate crisis. With an internship at Moolya Foundation in the policy
research and communication domain, Shrikant is aspiring to build a
career in the policy space to help create a better led, better governed
and better served world.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Bengali, Nepali
[software-skills] MS Office

SHRISTY
SINGH
24

.

Vadodara, Gujarat

[edu] B Tech (Electronics), Gujarat Technological University
[work-ex] 1 Year +

Shristy is deeply interested in the development and policy sphere, and has
previously worked with Tata Consultancy Services learning useful
professional abilities that are in line with her interests. She aspires to be a
data scientist in the field, who facilitates policy solutions built on strong
data backed analysis and communication. Her key areas of interests
include tech policy, national security and development economics.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] C++, Excel, R, Python, SQL

SIMANDHAR
RANDIVE
25

.

Satara, Maharashtra

[edu] PGD Management (Marketing), ITM Business School Kharghar
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Simandhar has dedicated professional experience in sales and marketing.
He has worked with brands like Infoedge and Shapoorji Pallonji, and has
written research papers that have been published in Shodh Sanchar
(UGC Care Journal) and with Indian Institute of Public Administration.
He completed a fellowship with Yes Foundation and worked with
Community Aid and Sponsorship Program in the recent past.
His interest areas are Infrastructure, Technology and Urban Governance.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Marathi
[software-skills] PowerBi, SQL and Tableau

SNEHA
SHARMA
22

.

Delhi

[edu] Bachelor of Arts (Political Science Hons), University of Delhi
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Being a politics and policy enthusiast, Sneha has worked as a Research
Intern for NITI Aayog’s SDG Index and as an Urban Planning Intern with
the Delhi Government. Her research interest lies in gender studies,
development, and making education more accessible and equitable.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] MS Office

SOUMYA
GOYAL
22

.

Delhi

[edu] Bachelor of Arts, University of Delhi
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Soumya is passionate about social causes like human rights, child rights,
and gender equality. Soumya has worked with NGOs like Robin Hood
Army and Tears of Earth organization. Currently serving as the General
Secretary of the Rotaract Club RID 3011, she has a strong interest in the
field of public policy and international relations. She wants to bring a
societal change and address the root causes by learning furthermore.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] Google Analytics, Grow, MS Office

UNNATI
SHARAD
21

.

Gurugram, Haryana

[edu] Bachelor of Arts (Political Science Hons), University of Delhi
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Unnati has a spirited attitude towards environmental sustainability and
animal rights issues. Her work with the Aam Aadmi Party ignited a passion
in her for public policy making. Unnati continues to hold a deep interest in
international affairs, having co-authored two college research papers on
India's role in Indo-Pacific Region and Myanmar's endangered democracy.
Unnati strives to gain a deep understanding and learning about the energy
and climate policy sector.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi
[software-skills] NA

VARTIKA
TOMAR
23

.

Meerut, Uttar Pradesh

[edu] Bachelor of Arts (Political Science Hons), University of Delhi
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Having lived in multiple states and cities, Vartika has developed a drive for
equitable development. She has pursued an internship in the Ministry of
Social Justice and Development (Government of India). She also worked
with Muskurahat foundation to raise funds for underprivileged children.
In the upcoming years, she wants to work at the intersection of public
policy and data to solve pressing social problems of the 21st century.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Punjabi
[software-skills] MS Office, R (Elementary)

VIKRAMADITYA
GAUTAM
27

.

Patna, Bihar

[edu] B Engg (Electronics Engg), Gujarat Technological University
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Passionate about providing quality education to socially challenged
children, Vikramaditya has worked as an educator in NGO Pratham.
He was an educator in the ed-tech start up Unacademy, following which he
appeared for the Civil Services Exam. He has also worked with the
food-tech startup FAI. He is looking forward to exposure in consulting
firms, social impact assessment firms and venture capital firms.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Gujarati
[software-skills] C++, MS Office, Matlab, Python

VISHWANATHAN
SUBRANAMIAM
26

.

Gurugram, Haryana

[edu] BA LLB (Hons), OP Jindal Global University Sonepat
[work-ex] 3 Years +

A lawyer by education and entrepreneur by choice, Vishwanathan has
forayed over multiple roles: from litigation in the Supreme Court to
Partnerships and Business Development which enabled seed funding for
GreenJams, a climate positive startup. His venture PickPocket up-cycles
textile manufacturing scraps into customisable clothing. An avid debater
interested in tech, environment, design, sports, automobiles, animals and
mental health, he aspires to address global issues using policy.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Tamil
[software-skills] MS Office

YAGYIK
PANT
25

.

Almora, Uttarakhand

[edu] Bachelor of Science (Physics Hons), University of Delhi
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Yagyik is working on his passion project 'Indioka', where he is trying to
provide a wider platform to indigenous small & medium scale businesses.
His core interests are tech-policy, finance and social entrepreneurship.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Kumaoni
[software-skills] C++, Java, MS Office, PHP and HTML

YASH
KOTHARI
21

.

Kolkata, West Bengal

[edu] Bachelor of Commerce (Hons), University of Calcutta
[work-ex] Less than 1 Year

Yash learnt about the criticality of finance and ground level realities that
are difficult to experience in everyday life, after interning with the Kolkata
Municipal Corporation. He is passionate about the financial sector and its
role in the society at large. For instance, the ambiguity surrounding
cryptocurrency has greatly motivated him to do everything in his power to
inform people about how this technology is revolutionising the world.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Bengali
[software-skills] Javascript, SQL

YASH
SHARMA
22

.

Kolkata, West Bengal

[edu] Bachelor of Commerce (Hons), University of Calcutta
[work-ex] NA

Yash is passionate about problem solving keeping in mind the benefits as
well as the adverse impacts that the stakeholders of his decisions might be
exposed to. He strongly believes in solving problems using the approach of
critical thinking.

[linguistic-skills] English, Hindi, Haryanvi
[software-skills] MS Office

For any additional information, please contact the Indian School of Public Policy.
[email] careers@ispp.org.in

